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Blackberry Juice Mar 02 2020 After moving into their new home, a keeling-over farmhouse in
the country, nine-year-old Cyrus and his brother, Rudy, have trouble adjusting to all the
changes. The fresh-from-the-farm egg yolks are blindingly yellow. The eccentric girl next
door has a very unusual sense of style. And Rumpley, a donkey they inherited with the
farmhouse, doesn't even know how to bray. Nothing about the country feels warm or familiar.
But when Cyrus is stranded one evening by the tide, he finds his lifeline in an unlikely
companion. Blackberry Juice is the sequel to Not For Sale.
Sisters By Choice Jul 30 2022 The unmissable book from the #1 New York Times bestselling
author Over 40 Million copies of her books sold worldwide You Can’t Choose Your Family...
Shot Gun Grooms Nov 09 2020 SHOTGUN GROOMS by Susan Mallery and Maureen Child Lucas's
Convenient Bride Lucas MacIntyre stands to inherit half of a saloon, gold mine, and ranch,
but there’s just one problem: his uncle created a clause in his will, stipulating that he and
his brother must marry if they want to claim their property. So Lucas proposes that Emily
Smythe, the hard-edged newcomer, become his wife so that she can manage his saloon and he can
inherit. But Lucas never counted on falling for Emily… Jackson's Mail-Order Bride When loner
Jackson MacIntyre wakes up from a delirious fever, it’s to find that he’s not only wedded
Miss Molly Malone, but he’s bedded her, too! Yes, he’ll get his inheritance now that he’s
fulfilled the terms of his father’s will by getting married, but how can he enjoy it when an
Irish spitfire’s determined to complicate his life? It certainly doesn’t help that he can’t
resist her no matter how hard he tries…
THE ITALIAN'S MISTRESS Jun 04 2020 Anna Stockton never dreamed she’d find love on her trip
to Italy, let alone be proposed to by the handsome and rich Lucio Ventressi. Then, just as
her life seems to be going perfectly, it’s suddenly ruined when she wakes up in the bed of
her fianc? ’s brother. Anna has no memory of what happened, but she knows she couldn’t have
betrayed her beloved. Unfortunately, Lucio takes his brother’s word over hers. After leaving
Italy, heart-broken and riddled with guilt, she finds that she’s pregnant.Four years later,
her son is ill andhis life-saving surgery is unaffordable. Lucio offers to pay for the
surgery, but in return Annamust become his mistress.
Accidentally Yours Jul 18 2021 USA TODAY bestselling author Susan Mallery is back with the
captivating story of a woman who believes in the power of love and a man who believes in the
power of money...
Hot on Her Heels (Lone Star Sisters, Book 5) Oct 21 2021 Dana Birch vowed never to put
herself at the mercy of a powerful man. She became a deputy so that she could take care of
herself and protect those she loves. Especially her best friends, the Titan sisters.
Three Sisters Aug 31 2022 Buying one of the famed Three Sisters Queen Anne houses on
Blackberry Island, Dr. Andi Gordon, deciding that both her life and home are in need of some
major renovations, forms an unbreakable bond with her neighbors--two very different women who
are dealing with their own struggles. Original.
The Island Aug 19 2021 'This is an old and wicked island. An island of Phoenicians and
merchants, of bloodsuckers and frauds' Expelled from her convent school for kicking the
prioress, and abandoned by her father when her mother dies, rebellious teenager Matia is sent
to live with her domineering grandmother on the scorching island of Mallorca. There she
learns to scheme with her cousin Borja, and finds herself increasingly drawn to the strange

outsider Manuel. But civil war has come to Spain, tearing communities apart, and it will
teach Matia about the adult world in ways she could not foresee. This feverish 1959 coming-ofage novel by one of the greatest Spanish writers of the 20th century depicts Mallorca as an
inferno, a lost Eden and a Never Land combined, where ancient hatreds and present-day
passions collide.
On Island Oct 28 2019 A collection of stories chronicling the characters and dramas that
capture life in small coastal communities. In this story collection, Pat Carney follows the
rhythms of day-to-day life in coastal BC. Featuring a revolving cast of characters—the newly
retired couple, the church warden, the musician, the small-town girl with big city
dreams—Carney’s keen observations of the personalities and dramas of coastal life are
instantly recognizable to readers who are familiar with life in a small community. With her
narrative of dock fights, pet shows, family feuds, logging camps and the ever-present tension
between islanders and property-owning “off-islanders,” Carney’s witty and perceptive voice
describes how the islanders weather the storms of coastal life. Carney writes evocatively of
the magical landscape of the British Columbia coast, where she has lived and worked for five
decades. At the same time, she addresses the less-idyllic moments that can also characterize
coastal life: power outages, winter storms, isolation. On Island brings the West Coast
landscape—human and natural—to life, and gives islanders and mainland dwellers alike a taste
of what it means to be “on island.”
Dreams of the Island Dec 11 2020 "Henry McAvoy leaned forward. "I have been looking for an
artist just like you-a diamond in the rough, so to speak. And really, Miss Copley," he said
gently, "what do you have to lose?" 1911, Amherst Island, Canada When a chance encounter
takes Ellen Copley away from the beautiful island she has called home since she was orphaned
as a child-she believes it is the new start she has been waiting for. She settles into an
exciting, creative new life in Glasgow, feeling like she's finally finding her independence.
And even though she left a part of her heart back on the island, she's flattered by the
attentions of her handsome, charming benefactor, Henry McAvoy. But tragedy strikes their
fledgling relationship, and soon after war looms over Europe. Emboldened by all she has loved
and lost, Ellen leaves Scotland to become a nurse on the front line. And, as she finds
herself having to choose between love and duty, desire and bravery, her courage is tested as
never before. The war rages on-and familiar faces appear on the front line, including her
childhood sweetheart Jed Lyman and his brother Lucas. Coming face-to-face with her past,
Ellen will learn what she is made of. But can she finally decide where her heart truly
belongs? This is the second book in the unmissable Amherst Island Trilogy that follows the
life and love of Ellen Copley from the magic of Lake Ontario to the bloody battlefields of
the First World War and beyond. Perfect for fans of The Oceans Between Us, The Orphan
Sisters, and My Name is Eva. Previously published as On Renfrew Street. Readers love Kate
Hewitt: "Engrossing... The story is gripping and absorbing and the characters' triumph
against the odds will make readers leave emotionally fulfilled... Kate Hewitt imbues her
narrative with evocative period and atmospheric detail. This historical romance is another
breath-taking example of author Kate Hewitt's outstanding storytelling prowess." Goodreads
Reviewer, 5 stars
A Little Bit Pregnant (Reader's Ring, Book 5) Mar 14 2021 Uh-oh. Nicole Beauman had overcome
a lot of obstacles in her life, and she sure as heck had never backed down from a challenge.
Sweet Success Dec 23 2021 The free-spirited owner of a chocolate emporium, Allison Thomas
has devoted her life to helping others, until she encounters Matt Baker, whose grief over the
tragic death of his young wife has led him into an uncaring, aimless life as a drifter.
Original.
Silver Linings Jan 12 2021 Every cloud has a silver lining, even when it seems difficult to
find. Since opening the Rose Harbor Inn, Jo Marie Rose has met fascinating people from all
walks of life, but none have piqued her interest quite like handyman Mark Taylor. They are
becoming more than just friends, yet he still won’t reveal anything about his past, and then
he tells her he’s moving out of town. As Jo Marie grapples with his decision and tries to
convince Mark to stay, she welcomes two visitors also seeking their own answers. Best friends
Coco and Katie have returned to Cedar Cove for their high school reunion, looking to face
down old hurts and find a sense of closure. Coco wants to finally confront the boy who
callously broke her heart. Katie, however, would like to reconnect with her old boyfriend,
James - the one who got away. As Katie hopes for a second chance, Coco discovers that people
can change - and both look to the exciting possibilities ahead. Heartwarming and uplifting,
Silver Linings is about letting go of the past and embracing the unexpected.
Fly In Fly Out Jan 30 2020 House sitter wanted. Naked men need not apply... After months

working on an oil rig in the Atlantic Ocean, engineer Jo Blaine can't wait to get home. Her
job is tough, and she is desperate for some long overdue girl time. The last thing Jo needs
when she walks through her front door is to find a strange man staying in her house. When she
learns that her uninvited guest is none other than Stephen Hardy, she's tempted to head
straight back out to sea. Stephen has always felt guilty for the part he played in ruining
Jo's life years earlier and immediately jumps at the chance to make things up to her by
looking after her apartment and her giant cranky cat. It takes some fast talking, but Jo is
finally convinced to let him stay. And by the time she leaves for her next shift at work,
they're both eagerly anticipating her return. But as they grow closer, it soon becomes clear
Jo is hiding something about her past that is coming back to haunt her. After a lifetime of
taking care of herself and her sister Amy, Jo isn't used to sharing her problems, especially
when they involve her messy family history. But when threats start to escalate, Jo must
decide whether to trust Stephen before her stubborn independence places them all at risk...
A Family Affair Sep 07 2020 Life’s biggest dilemmas can provide its sweetest rewards Anna
McNichol knows how to take charge. Raised by a single mother, she’s worked to ensure her
three children have every advantage she didn’t. And while her marriage has its problems, she
values commitment and believes in "till death do us part." Now an empty nester, she’s at the
peak of her career and ready to seize the opportunity to focus on her future. But life can
change in an instant, and when her husband dies suddenly, Anna’s carefully constructed world
falls apart. The mysterious young woman at the memorial service confirms her husband had been
keeping secrets, and Anna is determined to get to the truth. For once, she doesn’t have the
answers. Her kids are struggling with their grief, her mother’s health is in decline and Anna
needs closure. Faced with one challenge after another, she finds support from an unexpected
source. And as she puts her life back together, Anna realizes the McNichols may not be
perfect but they’ll always be family, and family is forever.
The Trials of Blackbriar Academy: an Academy Fantasy Romance Adventure Series Jul 26 2019 An
academy reverse harem fantasy romance series. I shouldn't be here, and everyone knows it.
Blackbriar Academy is an enchanted school on a magical island, and everyone wants in. It's a
home away from home for the most advanced mages in the world-and only the absolute best of
the best are given an invitation. By some freak accident, I managed to get one. If I pass the
trials, I get to stay. With nowhere else to go, Blackbriar is my one shot at having a real
life, and I won't let anyone take this from me. But there's a catch. It turns out the people
on this island are being trained to hunt the darkness-basically, they're being trained to
hunt me. To survive, I have to hide what I am. As a half-mage, I shouldn't have any magic at
all. And yet, my natural abilities are almost impossibly powerful-and incredibly illegal.
Over history, magic like mine has corrupted the souls of those who were born with it. They've
all gone dark-razing towns and murdering hundreds of thousands throughout history. All but
me, and I have no idea why. As the trials get more and more challenging, it's clear I'm being
hunted. If I'm caught... I die. At Blackbriar Academy, nothing is ever as it seems... but I
have nowhere else to go. Nothing, and no one, will stand in my way. The Trials of Blackbriar
Academy is a full-length novel with a badass heroine, a riveting storyline, and an
alternative relationship dynamic that supports our badass heroine's right to choose more than
one man. Get ready for a heart-pounding story filled with an academy fantasy romance unlike
anything you've read before. Buckle in for heart-pounding action, breathtaking magic, deadly
assassins, four drop-dead gorgeous leading men, lots of toned muscles, and most importantly-a
young woman's journey of justice, self-discovery, and freedom. READ THE WHOLE SERIES The
Blackbriar Academy: a riveting and addictive academy fantasy romance series. Book 1: The
Trials of Blackbriar Academy Book 2: The Shadows of Blackbriar Academy Book 3: The Hex of
Blackbriar Academy Book 4: The Blood Oath of Blackbriar Academy Book 5: The Battle for
Blackbriar Academy Publisher's Note: The Blackbriar Academy saga is an adult urban fantasy
series with explicit scenes and is meant for mature readers who enjoy spellbinding stories
with a few very steamy, fan-your-face moments in their fantasy fiction.
Eyes That Speak to the Stars Dec 31 2019 New York Times bestselling team Joanna Ho and Dung
Ho present Eyes That Speak to the Stars, companion to the acclaimed Eyes That Kiss in the
Corners. A young Asian boy notices that his eyes look different from his peers' after seeing
his friend's drawing of them. After talking to his father, the boy realizes that his eyes
rise to the skies and speak to the stars, shine like sunlit rays, and glimpse trails of light
from those who came before--in fact, his eyes are like his father's, his agong's, and his
little brother's, and they are visionary. Inspired by the men in his family, he recognizes
his own power and strength from within. This extraordinary picture book redefines what it
means to be truly you. Eyes That Kiss in the Corners received three starred reviews and was

embraced as breathtaking, lyrical, and poignant. This companion volume is sure to be welcomed
with equal joy.
Burning Island May 28 2022 They were not her children. But she would protect them with her
life… Greece 1944. Though they don’t know it, five-year-old Matilde and three-year-old Anna
have kissed their mother for the last time. The Nazis have reached their sun-scorched home,
and they are being taken to a place of safety, on the north-eastern tip of the rocky island
of Corfu, to be hidden at great risk by kindly Agata and her husband until the terrible war
is over. Matilde and Anna’s tears are soothed by Agata’s bedtime stories, but she is always
alert. So far no soldiers have ventured down the steep rocky hillside to their secret haven,
but Agata knows they are constantly scouring the island for missing Jews. And then, on a day
when Agata’s husband is away, a German soldier appears… 2006. Under a baking June sun, Amber
and her husband arrive in Corfu from England, hoping for a fresh start. But not everyone is
pleased by their arrival, and with the pressures of pregnancy, the couple grow further apart.
Desperate to find a sense of belonging for herself and her unborn child, Amber finds herself
drawn to the local story of two little girls, left by their parents and hidden for their own
protection. But there are some who would rather Amber left Corfu’s terrible history well in
the past. Can Amber uncover the heart-breaking truth about the two little girls, and what
happened after a German soldier took a swim in the bay by their house? If she does, can the
secrets of the past help her find happiness, or will they send her running from the island,
alone? A gripping, heart-wrenching and compelling read about the shadows at the heart of the
sun-drenched island of Corfu and survival against all odds. Fans of Victoria Hislop, The
Nightingale and The Tattooist of Auschwitz will fall in love with Burning Island. Readers are
hooked on Burning Island: ‘Two tragic stories, both equally well told. I couldn't put the
book down. The book will keep you reading until the end. It is exciting and tragic at the
same time. It will keep you on the edge of your seat waiting to find out what happens next.
This is one book you will not want to miss. I recommend it.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Told
in two different time periods, this is a story that will leave you in tears, as humanity is
exposed at its very worst, but also its very best’ Cayo Costa, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘The way this author
writes I could feel what the Jewish people were going through… this story will make you cry
in some spots so beware when you take up this book. You'll not want to put it down!… you
might want a box of tissues too. I highly recommend this book’ Red Headed Book Lady, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Beautifully written story with a dual storyline. Tragic and sad but filled with strong women
this story will have you crying and reaching for that ray of hope… I had never read any book
on Hitler’s reach in Greece. Wonderful book. Definitely recommend.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Wow where to start with this one… both stories are gripping in themselves and as both
storylines continue you are gripped with each of them… willing them on’ Goodreads Reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Have to admit to shedding a few tears at the end and will be keeping an eye out for
more of this author’s work, this book won’t disappoint and it highlights the journey of the
Corfu Jews and how they were treated by the Germans’ Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘A captivating
novel… You will not regret reading this book. Suzanne Goldring did a fantastic job of writing
this.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘This was a heart wrenching story and it was told well.
Having no idea there were Jews on Corfu, even though I know Greece suffered horribly at the
hands of the Germans during WWII. A dual timeline novel made it even more interesting. These
stories are difficult to read, but authors such as Suzanne Goldring bring you the reality,
capturing the history and the humanity that can't help but draw you in.’ Goodreads Reviewer.
‘This was a beautiful story, though heartbreaking and tragic. The writing flowed perfectly
and made even a sad story such as this a joy to read. I felt the emotions in every character
to the point that I was in tears. I especially liked seeing a WWII story focusing on strong
women. I look forward to reading more from this author!’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘Two storylines
come together beautifully in this historical fiction story. They cross over in ways that I
didn't see coming and both stories show us strong women in different situations. I really
loved the flow of this story and I would love to see what else this author has out there. The
characters are all written wonderfully and I couldn't put this down.’ Crossroad Reviews ‘I
really enjoyed this book. I found the juxtaposition between the two story lines very
interesting and captivating… Both storylines cross in a beautiful and unexpected way, drawing
Amber, Anna, and Matilde closer and giving them an even deeper appreciation for their lives.’
Goodreads Reviewer
Feels Like Falling Nov 21 2021 THE INSTANT USA TODAY BESTSELLER A Spring 2020 Okra Pick
Parade’s 20 Most Anticipated Books of Early 2020 Goodreads’ It Book of Summer Top Reviewers
Pick SheKnows’ 10 of the Most Anticipated Books Coming in 2020 Mary Kay Andrews’ Reading
Challenge Women’s Fiction Pick Travel + Leisure’s 20 Books to Gift This Mother’s Day Working

Mother’s 20 Most Anticipated Books of 2020 for Working Moms Brit + Co 12 Books That Will Take
You on a Literary Vacation From “the next major voice in Southern fiction” (Elin Hilderbrand)
and the bestselling author of the Peachtree Bluff series comes an odd-couple tale of
friendship that asks just how much our past choices define our happiness. It’s summertime on
the North Carolina coast and the livin’ is easy. Unless, that is, you’ve just lost your
mother to cancer, your sister to her extremist husband, and your husband to his executive
assistant. Meet Gray Howard. Right when Gray could use a serious infusion of good karma in
her life, she inadvertently gets a stranger, Diana Harrington, fired from her job at the
local pharmacy. Diana Harrington’s summer isn’t off to the greatest start either: Hours
before losing her job, she broke up with her boyfriend and moved out of their shared house
with only a worn-out Impala for a bed. Lucky for her, Gray has an empty guest house and a
very guilty conscience. With Gray’s kindness, Diana’s tide begins to turn. But when her first
love returns, every secret from her past seems to resurface all at once. And, as Gray begins
to blaze a new trail, she discovers, with Diana’s help, that what she envisioned as her
perfect life may not be what she wants at all. In her warmest, wisest novel yet, Kristy
Woodson Harvey delivers a discerning portrait of modern womanhood through two vastly
different lenses. Feels Like Falling is a beach bag essential for Harvey fans—and for a new
generation of readers.
The Guns of Navarone Sep 27 2019 The classic World War II thriller from the acclaimed master
of action and suspense.
Shipwreck Jun 28 2022 Follows a group of six kids stranded on a deserted island as they
embark on a quest for survival that tests their limits.
Close to Where the Heart Gives Out May 04 2020 'Wind-whipped and salt-stung, Malcolm's
account of island life is both grounding and immensely heart-warming. He is to GPs what James
Herriot is to vets.' MATT GAW 'A fascinating, funny and utterly heart-warming family
adventure. Beautifully written and completely unforgettable.' RUTH HOGAN 'A mesmerising read
about a personal journey, this book is all versions of love (with the island of Eday in
starring role).' HANNAH PERSAUD 'I love the descriptions of the landscape and everyday life.'
DOLLY ALDERTON ___________ Set in the wild and remote landscape of Eday, part of the Orkney
archipelago, Close to Where the Heart Gives Out is the unflinchingly honest and moving tale
of rural life, from the only doctor on the island ... ___________ In his forties, Malcolm
gave up his job in suburban Glasgow when a persistent seed that had been growing inside him
started to bloom, disrupting the foundations of his life. When he saw the job advert,
'urgent: island doctor needed', he applied immediately. What he didn't anticipate was how
much Orkney would affect his family, for better or worse. In stories that range from the
humorous to the deeply moving, Malcolm describes what it's like adjusting to life without
modern conveniences and to the extreme - and constantly changing - weather; and what it means
to be providing the best medical care to the local population with limited resources. Which
often includes the wildlife as well ... Malcolm's journey evokes the awe that the Orkney
landscape can inspire, as well as the challenges of island life and the demons that the dark,
cold winter months can give birth to. Gripping and beautifully written, Close to Where the
Heart Gives Out reminds us of the importance of listening to our heart, as well as to the
rhythms of the landscape.
Barefoot Season Oct 01 2022 Returning home to Blackberry Island to claim her inheritance and
recover from her tour of duty, young Army vet Michelle Sanderson, to save her family's Inn,
must form a tentative truce with single mother Carly Williams, whose shocking betrayal years
earlier destroyed their friendship. Original. 103,000 first printing.
Lost and Found Sisters Aug 26 2019 Lost And Found Sisters is the new novel from New York
Times bestselling author Jill Shalvis, a story of friendship, love, family and sisterhood,
for fans of Susan Mallery, Kristan Higgins and Robyn Carr. Life can change in an instant...
After losing her sister in a devastating car accident, LA chef Quinn Weller seems to be
getting her life back on track. So why does she feel so empty, like she's looking for a
missing piece she can't find? The answer comes when a lawyer appears, revealing a bombshell
secret and mysterious inheritance in the small town of Wildstone, California. On impulse,
Quinn heads up the coast and finds herself drawn to Wildstone's simple pleasures...and the
handsome, dark-haired stranger who offers friendship with no questions asked. But there's
another surprise to come. The inheritance is something earthshattering, that will make Quinn
question everything she knows about herself and her family. Now with a world of possibilities
opening up, Quinn must decide if this new life is the one she was always meant to have - and
could finally give her the fulfillment she's searched so long for. Check out Jill's warm,
funny Heartbreaker Bay novels, visit gorgeous Cedar Ridge, spellbinding Lucky Harbor or

experience some Animal Magnetism in Sunshine, Idaho in Jill's other unforgettable series.
Little Pieces of Me Oct 09 2020 “A powerful story of family and connection that is just as
fun as it is heartbreaking. I didn’t want the story to end.” — Jill Santopolo, New York Times
bestselling author of The Light We Lost and Everything After Following her acclaimed debut
novel, You and Me and Us, Alison Hammer offers a deeply moving story of family and identity.
When a DNA test reveals a long-buried secret, a woman must look to the past to understand her
mother and herself. When Paige Meyer gets an email from a DNA testing website announcing that
her father is a man she never met, she is convinced there must be a mistake. But as she digs
deeper into her mother’s past and her own feelings of being the odd child out growing up,
Paige begins to question everything she thought she knew. Could this be why Paige never felt
like she fit in her family, and why her mother always seemed to keep her at an arm’s length?
And what does it mean for Paige’s memories of her father, a man she idolized and whose death
she is still grieving? Back in 1975, Betsy Kaplan, Paige’s mom, is a straightlaced sophomore
at the University of Kansas. When her sweet but boring boyfriend disappoints her, Betsy
decides she wants more out of life, and is tired of playing it safe. Enter Andy Abrams, the
golden boy on campus with a potentially devastating secret. After their night together has
unexpected consequences, Betsy is determined to bury the truth and rebuild a stable life for
her unborn child, whatever the cost. When Paige can’t get answers from her mother, she goes
looking for the only other person who was there that night. The more she learns about what
happened, the more she sees her unflappable, distant mother as a real person faced with an
impossible choice. But will it be enough to mend their broken relationship? Told in dual
timelines, Little Pieces of Me examines identity and how the way we define ourselves changes
(or not) through our life experiences.
Star Island Feb 10 2021 Ann DeLuisa, body double for drug-addled pop star Cherry Pye, is
kidnapped by an obsessed paparazzo, and Cherry's entourage must rescue her while keeping her
existence a secret from Cherry's public--and from Cherry herself.
The Bungalow Jun 24 2019 A military nurse in Bora Bora during the summer of 1942 finds
herself drawn to a mysterious soldier until they witness a horrible crime and he is
redeployed, leaving her seeking the truth about what happened for 60 years. (romance).
Yours for Christmas (A Fool's Gold Novella, Book 15.5) May 16 2021 There's nowhere better to
spend the holidays than with New York Times bestselling author Susan Mallery in the town of
Fool's Gold, where love is always waiting to be unwrapped...
Lost and Found in Cedar Cove Jul 06 2020 In this original short story available exclusively
as an eBook, Jo Marie Rose readies her inn for spring, turning to her new friends Grace and
Olivia when she needs them most. Jo Marie has big plans for her bed-and-breakfast. With the
help of handyman Mark Taylor, she intends to plant a beautiful rose garden in time for her
upcoming open house. Jo Marie and Mark rarely see eye to eye—especially on matters of home
improvement—but she knows he has her best interests at heart. After the two walk the grounds,
Jo Marie realizes that her beloved rescue dog, Rover, is missing, and at a time when she most
needs a friend, Mark abruptly leaves. Confused by Mark’s behavior and worried for Rover’s
safety, Jo Marie searches for her precious dog all over Cedar Cove. But Rover is on an
adventure of his own—one that will lead to a delightful surprise for two unlikely people.
Blindsided: A Best Friends to Lovers Standalone Jun 16 2021 What happens when an almost
thirty-year-old virgin agrees to let her Scottish footballer best friend give her some
lessons in seduction? Lots of banter, awkwardness, jealousy, and heat. Midfielder Maclay
"Mac" Logan is a loud-mouthed, tattooed ginger content with focusing on football. But when an
adorable, freckled seamstress comes barreling into his life, he finds Netflix-And-Bickering
with her to be his new favorite pastime. Freya Cook is used to being the invisible woman with
a needle and thread, offering cheeky punchlines as she helps dress London's finest. She's
plus-sized in body and spirit, and other than her friendship with Mac, talking to the
opposite sex is one skill she never mastered. However, after one innocent game of Never Have
I Ever, Mac offers to play Love Coach for Freya. What neither of them see coming are the
feelings that develop when the clothes come off. Now they're both about to learn the biggest
lesson of all: Don't fall in love with your best friend.Blindsided is a full length (97,000
words) contemporary rom-com standalone with a sports theme.
Blackberry and Wild Rose Apr 02 2020 Rich historical debut set in the secretive world of
Huguenot silk weavers, for fans of The Binding and The Familiars 'Sumptuous and moving.
Velton weaves her tale with the threads of betrayal, thwarted dreams and good intentions gone
awry' Laura Purcell 'A richly imagined and brilliantly twisty tale' Anna Mazzola 'A plot as
finely detailed as Spitalfields silk' Stacey Halls WHEN ESTHER THOREL, the wife of a Huguenot
silk-weaver, rescues Sara Kemp from a brothel she thinks she is doing God's will. Sara is not

convinced being a maid is better than being a whore, but the chance to escape her grasping
'madam' is too good to refuse. INSIDE THE THORELS' tall house in Spitalfields, where the
strange cadence of the looms fills the attic, the two women forge an uneasy relationship. The
physical intimacies of washing and dressing belie the reality: Sara despises her mistress's
blindness to the hypocrisy of her household, while Esther is too wrapped up in her own
secrets to see Sara as anything more than another charitable cause. IT IS SILK that has
Esther so distracted. For years she has painted her own designs, dreaming that one day her
husband will weave them into reality. When he laughs at her ambition, she unwittingly sets in
motion events that will change the fate of the whole Thorel household and set the scene for a
devastating day of reckoning between her and Sara. THE PRICE OF a piece of silk may prove
more than either is able to pay.
Texas Homecoming Nov 29 2019 The bestselling Queen of Cowboy Romance delivers a heartwarming
novel where a doctor and veterinarian get a second chance at true love when a storm traps
them together. After traveling the world, Dr. Cody Ryan has finally come home to his foster
family’s ranch in Honey Grove, Texas. But all his time in Doctors Without Borders couldn’t
have prepared him for the sudden blizzard that forces him to take shelter in an old barn—or
for the shock of watching Stephanie O’Dell yank open that same barn door minutes later. He’s
barely seen the gorgeous veterinarian since he returned, so why is she icier than the wind
outside? Stephanie—better known as Dr. Stevie around Sunflower Ranch—has been treating the
cattle there for years…and not one of them is as bullheaded as Cody. He’s completely
forgotten how he broke her heart, back when she was a teenager smitten by his easy charm and
sharp wit. But as the blizzard rages on, trapping Cody and Stevie together, it’s clear that
the fire they’ve built to keep warm isn’t the only source of sparks in that barn. Once the
storm passes, will Stevie and Cody discover that they’ve fallen in love …and will either of
them ever admit it?
Fog Island Aug 07 2020 When Sofia meets Franz Oswald, the handsome, charming leader of a
mysterious New Age movement, she's dazzled and intrigued. Visiting his headquarters on Fog
Island, Sofia's struck by the beautiful mansion overlooking the sea, the gardens, the sense
of peace and the purposefulness of the people who live there. And she can't ignore the
attraction she feels for Franz. So she agrees to stay, just for a while. But as summer gives
way to winter, and the dense fog from which the island draws its name sets in, it becomes
clear that Franz rules the island with an iron fist. No phones or computers are allowed.
Contact with the mainland is severed. Electric fences surround the grounds. And Sofia begins
to realize how very alone she is and that no one ever leaves Fog Island...
Evening Stars Nov 02 2022 Sisters Nina and Averil Wentworth deal with life and love--and
their tenuous relationship with each other--on Blackberry Island.
The Summer I Dared Jan 24 2022 The only survivors of a devastating boating accident off the
coast of Maine, Julia, Noah, and Kim struggle with their brush with death, their feelings of
guilt, and their changed perspectives on their lives. By the author of Flirting with Pete.
Reissue.
Lanark Sep 19 2021 This novel is a work of extraordinary imagination and wide range. Its
playful narrative techniques convey a profound message, both personal and political, about
humankind's inability to love and yet our compulsion to go on trying.
Summer Rental Feb 22 2022 Sometimes, when you need a change in your life, the tide just
happens to pull you in the right direction... Ellis, Julia, and Dorie. Best friends since
Catholic grade school, they now find themselves, in their mid-thirties, at the crossroads of
life and love. Ellis, recently fired from a job she gave everything to, is rudderless and now
beginning to question the choices she's made over the past decade of her life. Julia--whose
caustic wit covers up her wounds--has a man who loves her and is offering her the world, but
she can't hide from how deeply insecure she feels about her looks, her brains, her life. And
Dorie has just been shockingly betrayed by the man she loved and trusted the most in the
world...though this is just the tip of the iceberg of her problems and secrets. A month in
North Carolina's Outer Banks is just what they each of them needs. Ty Bazemore is their
landlord, though he's hanging on to the rambling old beach house by a thin thread. After an
inauspicious first meeting with Ellis, the two find themselves disturbingly attracted to one
another, even as Ty is about to lose everything he's ever cared about. Maryn Shackleford is a
stranger, and a woman on the run. Maryn needs just a few things in life: no questions, a good
hiding place, and a new identity. Ellis, Julia, and Dorie can provide what Maryn wants; can
they also provide what she needs? Mary Kay Andrews' novel is the story of five people
questioning everything they ever thought they knew about life. Five people on a journey that
will uncover their secrets and point them on the path to forgiveness. Five people who each

need a sea change, and one month in a summer rental that might just give it to them. Summer
Rental is one of Library Journal's Best Women's Fiction Books of 2011
Tender Loving Care Mar 26 2022 Logan Phillips didn't expect to like his nurse, let alone
find himself attracted to her.
Evening Stars Apr 26 2022 "Mallery pulls out all the stops in this highly enjoyable and
insightful, funny, and poignant look at self-sacrifice and romantic entanglement." --Booklist
Starred Review On #1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Mallery's charming Blackberry
Island, two sisters are on the verge of making their dreams reality Small-town nurse Nina
Wentworth has made a career out of being a caretaker. More of a mom than their mother ever
was, she sacrificed medical school so her sister could break free. Which is why she isn't
exactly thrilled to see Averil back on Blackberry Island, especially when Nina's life has
suddenly become...complicated. Nina has real life to deal with: she's unexpectedly juggling
two men, Averil's marriage is on the rocks, their mother is living life just as recklessly as
she always has and Nina's starting to realize that the control she once had is slipping
through her fingers. Her hopes of getting off the island seem to be stretching further
away...until her mother makes a discovery that could change everything forever. Don't miss
the Blackberry Island series by Susan Mallery Order your copy of Barefoot Season, Three
Sisters and the newest book Sisters by Choice today
On Blackberry Hill Apr 14 2021 Winner of 2016 National Jewish Book Award for Young Adult
Literature 'Jewish summer camp is the perfect setting for a multi-generational novel: a
daughter connects with her late mother through names etched in the bleachers, murals in the
dining hall, and a mysterious stranger. Mann's compelling story and artful writing make this
an excellent read for teens and adults.' Sarah Bunin Benor, winner, Sami Rohr Choice Award
for Jewish Literature, author of Becoming Frum: How Newcomers Learn the Language and Culture
of Orthodox Judaism 'Whether on the streets of New York or deep in the summer camp woods,
Mann ensures the reader is as alive to every sight and sound as her central characters. Not
only is the writing exquisite, but it had me in floods of tears by the end. I loved this book
and so will you!' Justine Solomons, Byte the Book 'Mann weaves a poignant tale of loss and
discovery that carefully builds to a hopeful, satisfying ending.' Wiley Blevins, author One
daughter. One mother. One summer camp. Twenty years apart. If only Reena could stay in the
city, instead of spending the last summer before high school at her cousin's Jewish sleepaway
camp. From morning prayer to Color War to the social pecking order, she is lost from the
start, and her cousin Lila is no ally. While working on her survival skills, Reena begins to
find clues of the mother she never knew. Twenty years earlier, Naomi stands on a dock in the
middle of the lake. Just finished with her first year of college, camp feels too small to
contain her giant dreams. Her sister Mara is all about finding a man, but Naomi believes
something more awaits. A mysterious, barefoot stranger appears on a hill, offering blessings
and songs. Can he guide Naomi to her future? Can he help Reena untangle her past?
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